
 uAttend Lathem
Temperature Reader  

WiFi or LAN Access  

Works with a Face Mask  

Voice Recognition Punching  

Touch-Free Dept Transfers  

Touch-Free Job Transfers  

Facial Recognition

The uAttend Touch-Free Facial Recognition 
Time Clock takes workplace environment 
safety to the next level and streamlines 
workforce management
 Lowest priced facial recognition time clock 

with optional temperature reader on the 
market

 Voice recognition touch-free punching 
eliminates touch interaction creating a 
healthier workplace

 Contact-free facial recognition eliminates 
buddy punching

 Cloud software provides real-time mission 
critical safety, HR, and time data

 Health alerts to keep a pulse on employee 
safety where it matters

 Slice and dice data using any of the dozens 
of reports available

Voice-Activated

Touch-Free Facial 
Recognition Time Clock
With Optional Temperature Reader

 Advanced facial recognition technology 
verifies employee's face in seconds for 
fast, easy, and safe punching – even when 
wearing masks

 Hands-free punching allows employees 
to tell the clock their punch option 
eliminiating the need for touch interaction

 Optional temperature reader ensures the 
safest work environments for employees

 No internet, no problem - clock stores 
punches offline and sends to the cloud 
when internet connection becomes 
available

$299
without Temp Reader

$399
with Temp Reader

Touch-Free



*Up to two time clocks and one administrator included with monthly subscription fees. Add $10 per month for each 
additional time clock and add $6 per month for each additional administrator. Add $5 per month for data exported to files 

other than CSV or WorkWell Technologies, Inc.

Affordable Plans for Any Business
uAttend Time Clocks require an affordable monthly subscription to utilize its 

powerful cloud software. No matter the number of employees, uAttend will save 
you time, money, and valuable resources by automating everything.
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A Time Clock Solution
for Evolving Business Needs

Every Organization Deserves Tablet Technology, Biometric Performance, and Cloud Delivery.

All of Your Data in the Cloud
Insights and Analytics
See who's in, resolve missed punches, 
approve time off requests, and more 
with the versatile dashboard

Everywhere, Anytime Access
Review, edit, and approve employee 
time cards using any internet 
connected device

Payroll Made Easy
Run real-time reports and export 
directly to QuickBooks or to your 
payroll provider

Scheduling Perfected
Create custom schedules to fill shifts 
and positions as needed

The Safest All-In-One Solution
Face Scanner
Hand-free biometric facial 
recognition helps eliminate 
buddy punching

WiFi or LAN
Plug 'n Play set up takes 
seconds

Temperature Reader
Contact-free temperature 
reads to ensure employee 
health

Real-Time or Offline
Works in any environment

For more information about uAttend or to schedule a demo, 
Visit uAttend.com, call 800-518-8925 or text 760-278-6623

LIFETIME

WARRANTY

Workwell is not advertising its products for use in the medical industry or for medical purposes. Our products are not intended to diagnose or exclude contagions such as COVID-19, SARS, or any other medical condition and should not be used as such. Our products are intended 
to serve as a first-line filter by assisting an organization and its employees in identifying those employees who may have an elevated body temperature. While our products may archive readings for reporting and audit purposes, it is solely the responsibility of the organization to 
communicate the use of the information to its employees, to obtain any necessary consent from its employees and to determine how the information is used. The organization should not rely solely on our products for making such a determination. Various environmental and 
methodological factors can impact thermal imaging; therefore, the readings from our products should not be relied upon as the sole determinant of a person’s body temperature. Competent medical advice and further checks should be sought if there are concerns regarding an 
employee’s health or possible illness. Workwell hereby disclaims all liability with respect to the conditions and limitations described in this paragraph.



*Up to two time clocks and one administrator included with monthly subscription fees. Add $10 per month for each 
additional time clock and add $6 per month for each additional administrator. Add $5 per month for data exported to files 

other than CSV or WorkWell Technologies, Inc.

Affordable Plans for Any Business
uAttend Time Clocks require an affordable monthly subscription to utilize its 

powerful cloud software. No matter the number of employees, uAttend will save 
you time, money, and valuable resources by automating everything.
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A Time Clock Solution
for Evolving Business Needs

Every Organization Deserves Tablet Technology, Biometric Performance, and Cloud Delivery.

All of Your Data in the Cloud
Insights and Analytics
See who's in, resolve missed punches, 
approve time off requests, and more 
with the versatile dashboard

Everywhere, Anytime Access
Review, edit, and approve employee 
time cards using any internet 
connected device

Payroll Made Easy
Run real-time reports and export 
directly to QuickBooks or to your 
payroll provider

Scheduling Perfected
Create custom schedules to fill shifts 
and positions as needed

The Safest All-In-One Solution
Face Scanner
Hand-free biometric facial 
recognition helps eliminate 
buddy punching

WiFi or LAN
Plug 'n Play set up takes 
seconds

Temperature Reader
Contact-free temperature 
reads to ensure employee 
health

Real-Time or Offline
Works in any environment

For more information about uAttend or to schedule a demo, 
Email mberberian@workwelltech.com or Call 978-479-4435

LIFETIME

WARRANTY

Workwell is not advertising its products for use in the medical industry or for medical purposes. Our products are not intended to diagnose or exclude contagions such as COVID-19, SARS, or any other medical condition and should not be used as such. Our products are intended 
to serve as a first-line filter by assisting an organization and its employees in identifying those employees who may have an elevated body temperature. While our products may archive readings for reporting and audit purposes, it is solely the responsibility of the organization to 
communicate the use of the information to its employees, to obtain any necessary consent from its employees and to determine how the information is used. The organization should not rely solely on our products for making such a determination. Various environmental and 
methodological factors can impact thermal imaging; therefore, the readings from our products should not be relied upon as the sole determinant of a person’s body temperature. Competent medical advice and further checks should be sought if there are concerns regarding an 
employee’s health or possible illness. Workwell hereby disclaims all liability with respect to the conditions and limitations described in this paragraph.



*Up to two time clocks and one administrator included with monthly subscription fees. Add $10 per month for each 
additional time clock and add $6 per month for each additional administrator. Add $5 per month for data exported to files 

other than CSV or WorkWell Technologies, Inc.

Affordable Plans for Any Business
uAttend Time Clocks require an affordable monthly subscription to utilize its 

powerful cloud software. No matter the number of employees, uAttend will save 
you time, money, and valuable resources by automating everything.
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